INTRODUCTION

This paper proposes an alternative approach for independent producers of indigenous content who for cultural or economic reasons are unable to build a business relationship with copyright stakeholders in the music industry. Instead of constructing the challenges facing these “creative upstarts” as a battle between independent voices from developing nations against the corporate agendas of United States (U.S.) and Europe-based media giants (or talent), this article examines collaborative alternatives that the music industry could initiate to cultivate a mutually beneficial relationship that mediates cross cultural tensions and avoids costly, ineffective litigation.

At the heart of this proposal is a collaboration that leads to a win-win for indigenous mash-up artists and copyright stakeholders. In return for a voluntary collective license from the music industry, indigenous content producers would accept creative nurture and career guidance from industry representatives and legal access to the licensors’ content. Such collaboration, without the taint of serial infringement, could mean that the music industry could work together with the independent producer to promote and mainstream the talent’s music. For stakeholders opting out of a voluntary collective licensing regime, a negotiation between an emergent artist and industry may also lead to the same result. If done right, either licensing approach would avoid the costs and baggage of cross-cultural litigation. Instead, new markets for the industry’s catalog may open up and,
creativity would be enhanced, and, with luck, new talent would emerge as mainstream media assets for record companies.

I. UNDERSTANDING THE CHALLENGE

The advent of inexpensive and easy-to-use digital audio technologies has opened the floodgates to creation and distribution models that fall outside the control of established copyright stakeholders. One needs only to browse through YouTube to see the current model of take-downs of copyrighted content by the music industry and movie studios under the Digital Millennium Copyright Act. The easy case for these stakeholders is the wholesale theft of content. Few would argue that the poster of the comedy bit from the Daily Show or the Looney Tunes fanatic who wants to share a favorite Bugs Bunny short should have free rein to reproduce and distribute Viacom or Time Warner clips. In the absence of a contract with a copyright owner, a content website has no legal obligation to search its postings for copyright infringement. As a consequence, enforcement can be labor-intensive and time-consuming for stakeholders. And while video content sites have begun to strike ad revenue deals with copyright owners that require sites to rely daily on search bots, it can be a Sisyphean task to root out obvious infringers, many of whom think that mere attribution to a copyright owner is sufficient for a performance license. The tougher cases, creatively but perhaps not legally, are the mash-up postings, which are even harder to locate and take down.

Mash-ups are derivative works that can take on many forms. At its least transformative, a mash-up can be a teacher’s video of kindergarten students synched to the soundtrack from Star Wars, a thematic compilation of Tom
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and Jerry favorites, or any one of a thousand non-parodic amateur performances of Call Me Maybe or Gangnam Style. More transformative mash-ups are creative, often novel, amalgams of copyrighted content, enhanced with complementary melodies, reimagined rhythms or overdubbed new content. Mash-ups are typically posted on “produsage” sites, such as YouTube and Open Source, which are essentially catalysts for mash-up culture. These “produsage” sites provide a location where mash-ups may be posted and easily accessed and shared by others: [Axel] Bruns argues that produsage is about establishing a kind of organizational structure for community-driven, collaborative content creation online leading to significant new creative and informational resources that are challenging mass media industries through a number of key universal principles: for example, by means of open participation, communal evaluation; fluid heterarchy, ad hoc meritocracy; unfinished artifacts, continuing process; common property and individual rewards.

In other words, mash-ups allow for a “participatory culture,” while “increasing media empowerment of young people.” In fact, the existence and easy-to-use nature of “produsage” sites has expanded society’s understanding of literacy beyond a set of personal skills to “a set of social skills and cultural competencies, vitally connected to our increasingly public lives online and to the social networks through which we operate.”

In most cases, these mash-ups are not sufficiently transformative to be fair use, especially when extended portions of copyrighted material are used. Even so, enforcement of copyright law against mash-ups can be spotty since many amateur postings fly under the radar, unless they go viral. Equally challenging for stakeholders are live DJs who create mash-ups in
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unlicensed venues.¹⁹ The result has been the rise of a vibrant, thriving mash-up culture online and offline in places that effectively operate outside the surveillance regimes of copyright stakeholders.²⁰

Mash-up culture is perhaps at its most robust today in the world music scene.²¹ In the last twenty years, indigenous forms of mash-up compositions have gained currency in specific global markets.²² The mash-ups have different names and distinct musical vibes: the best known being tecnobrega in Brazil, kuduro in Angola, bubbling in Suriname, and kwaito in South Africa.²³ But, despite their musical differences, each of these grassroots musical forms share common characteristics that may prove challenging to established copyright stakeholders.²⁴ In each case, independent creative upstarts make free use of copyrighted music without license and without regard for the legal consequences of copyright infringement.²⁵

Ana E. Santos has carefully described the emergence of some of these indigenous forms in a paper presented at a 2012 conference on “creative upstarts.”²⁶ Tecnobrega DJs, for example, create and record mash-ups at organized club parties called sound systems, and hand-off the recordings to local vendors who press CDs for sale—often for as little as $1 US—on the streets.²⁷ Santos points out that the party organizers comply with local laws (except intellectual property), sell tickets, and create often lengthy CDs that use the back catalog of the major record labels, including recordings by Pink Floyd, Queen, Lady Gaga and Coldplay.²⁸ There are variations in the business models of the other forms—kuduro focuses more on the party than
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on large-scale CD distribution, and kwai stage huge parties in fields and has developed a studio culture—but the logic of grassroots ignorance cum defiance of intellectual property law exists at the core of each.

Because these indigenous mash-up forms historically have existed outside the mainstream marketplace, record labels, music publishers, performance rights organizations and other stakeholders in America and Europe have paid little attention to what is essentially a culture of infringement in the developing world. In that sense, one could argue that this is a solution in search of a problem. If all we are talking about are public performances and CD distributions with little or no impact on a copyright owner’s business model, then why not just keep the status quo? Why not treat these grassroots infringers like a Carly Rae Jepson wannabe on an open source file sharing website and ignore what you cannot effectively stop? Let them have their dance parties and sell CDs in the favelas of Belem, Brazil.

This article argues, however, that copyright stakeholders—from big media companies to individual artists—should care about this culture of infringement. For one thing, these are not amateurs looking for lightning to strike on a video distribution site. Indigenous mash-up culture is professionally run, and the markets are huge. Some of the tecnobrega sound system parties attract 10,000-15,000 people and distribution on CDs and through file transfers represent a fluid market sector that is untapped and growing. Moreover, the insularity of musical forms based on national, regional or cultural difference has become less pronounced in a web-based global marketplace. Consider the unprecedented success of Psy’s Gangnam Style in January 2013. Who would have ever guessed that the
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number one all-time single on YouTube would be a Korean language horse dance tune performed by an unknown hip-hop artist based in Seoul? Indeed, it is this very unpredictability of what goes viral that represents the biggest threat to copyright owners. If Psy can hit the big time with his original composition, what’s to stop some tecnobrega DJ from going viral with a mash-up of The Rolling Stones or Madonna? Santos alludes to this problem in her discussion of a tecnobrega cover of one of Brazil’s most famous compositions, Aguas de Marco. A bossa nova hit of the 1950s by one of the country’s best-known composers, Aguas de Marco is revered as an iconic song among Brazilians. Santos suggests that use of mainstream hits like Aguas de Marco and the U.K.-U.S. back catalogue may expand the appeal of tecnobrega within communities and extend its reach geographically.

II. TOWARD THE BUILDING OF A MEDIA ASSET

If indigenous mash-up culture is on a collision course with IP stakeholders, what should be done about it? What can be done about it? The answer, as proposed in this article, is to place stakeholders and upstarts on an alternative path of mutual interest—and one that avoids the prospects of foreign law copyright litigation in a potentially unfriendly jurisdiction. To make this happen, copyright stakeholders at the outset must accept that litigation will not stop this culture of infringement. While music publishers, record labels and performance rights organizations have deep pockets and first-rate legal representation, the prospect of litigation is not a good option. Since indigenous mash-up culture is a transnational phenomenon, using litigation to shut it down would mean fighting legal battles in a variety of jurisdictions, each with different laws and requiring specialized legal representation. It would also mean dealing with laws that may be more protective of independent artists than U.S. copyright law. In the post-colonial world, there has been a concerted movement to protect creative upstarts from exploitation by music industry companies. Protections for authors in moral rights jurisdictions also can be an obstacle for owners of economic IP rights.
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Even if copyright owners somehow got their litigation ducks in order, underground infringers are not easy to find, are unlikely to participate in the litigation, and could be unable or unwilling to pay damages. Injunctive relief would likely also be fruitless against an infringing indigenous mash-up culture. If a DJ or a sound system is stopped at one venue, other DJs or venues would likely pop up to pick up the slack. And litigation between Anglo-American corporate stakeholder and grassroots artists in the developing world is fraught with public relations liability. Going after indigenous populations is not like sending a cease-and-desist letter to an infringing Star Trek website in Illinois.\(^{45}\) Litigation could end up alienating potential new markets, which might view heavy-handed copyright enforcement through the prism of class-based economic inequality, cultural imperiousness, racial bias, and post-colonial exploitation. There could also be blowback in certain communities in the United States who might see this as an attempt to stifle diverse cultural expression.\(^{46}\)

Even in the U.S., mash-up creators can be viewed as good guy upstarts effectively beyond the reach of recording industry litigation.\(^{47}\) Consider, for example, the case of DJ Greg Gillis, also known by his stage name, Girl Talk, one of the most famous quasi-underground mash-up artists.\(^{48}\) Gillis is an example of a mash-up artist who, according to the New York Times, is a “lawsuit waiting to happen.”\(^{49}\) In fact, his fans “scrupulously detailed all 372 pieces of copyrighted music he used on Wikipedia just hours after his album release.”\(^{50}\) Gillis has had five successful mash-up albums, but has yet to be sued. Gillis has even “published all of his albums on a record label called ‘Illegal Art.’”\(^{51}\) “Illegal Art is a record label pushing the limits of sample-based music since 1998.”\(^{52}\) Additionally, Pittsburgh’s local representative, Mike Doyle, who indicated that “mash-ups might be a ‘transformative new art that expands the consumer’s experience,’” praised Gillis in the House of Representatives for being a “local guy done good.”\(^{53}\) According to one source, Gillis has yet to be sued because he “would be a
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ready-made hero for copyright reformers.”54 “[I]f he were sued, [he would] have some of the best copyright lawyers in the country knocking on his door asking to take his case for free.”55 If the recording industry can’t bring itself to sue a local mash-up artist over public relations fears, litigation overseas against culturally and racially different mash-up artists seems out of the question.

Once copyright stakeholders accept the futility of litigation, it becomes easier to argue that the real solution is not to fight infringing mash-up culture, but to embrace it. The crux of this model is similar to any brand-building model.56 Tolerate, even encourage, infringement of your copyrighted content.57 Let the DJs use your compositions or sound recordings. Help the street kids sell the sound system CDs in local markets. Through carefully thought-out policies, copyright owners may be able to nurture an underground artist into the mainstream. If a nurtured artist surges in popularity and develops marketability, then copyright stakeholders can leverage the prospect of litigation into a negotiation to sign the emerging artist to a record deal.

The idea here is to build up the underground artist to the point that he becomes a stakeholder in his own career. An artist who is a stakeholder has an incentive to negotiation, and the prospect of litigation may be a deterrent from walking away from a deal with copyright owners.

The benefits of this approach are manifold. For the music industry, the two principal potential benefits are increased market share for their catalogues and the acquisition of new talent. At a minimum, music stakeholders can increase awareness of their brand—their stable of talent—to non-mainstream markets in the hopes of bringing these emerging markets into the mainstream or by moving the mash-ups into a more mainstream marketplace. In the former instance, the music industry would be promoting their content to non-mainstream consumers of mash-ups in the hopes that, as the market matures, stakeholders can turn these consumers into paying customers. With global economic development, there is a real possibility that local populations with limited resources may see their disposable incomes rise. In 2010, “Brazil rank[ed]... second with a per capita annual personal disposable income” amongst the BRIICS countries, where consumer spending is a major factor.58 In China, the annual disposable income per capita for urban households increased 10 times from 1991 to
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2009 due to the rapid pace of urbanization. 59 Lastly, though "Angola [has experienced rapid] and prolonged economic growth, thanks to a boom in commodity prices and rapid development of oil and diamond production," "the lack of structural reform, widespread inefficiency and weak governance are still jeopardizing the potential of economic growth to bring about social development." 60 Even as things stand today, there is a potential marketplace that can be exploited by the music industry. Consumers of indigenous mash-ups, after all, are willing to pay to attend sound systems and purchase CDs. Even at a dollar a unit, record companies might come out ahead, especially if you add on the potential to extend the reach of their brand to a new market.

The music industry would likely also benefit as indigenous mash-ups move into more established marketplaces in cities and at universities. 61 As Santos points out, the markets for tecnobrega and kwaito are expanding geographically into more upwardly mobile population sectors. 62 Much of this is being driven by the inclusion of content that appeals to more mainstream markets, including chart-topping hits by industry talent. If copyright stakeholders encouraged use of their content, they could speed up this market migration. Underground artists would also benefit from this more upwardly mobile exposure 63—which the industry could dangle as an additional incentive for getting a DJ to sign a deal. The migration of underground music to mainstream markets with higher disposable income is, of course, not an unheard of phenomenon. One need only look at the exponential growth of hip-hop from its origins as community dance music in the Bronx to see how new music forms can use mash-ups to expand into mainstream markets. 64

The other principal benefit to the music industry is the potential to build new talent. By allowing access to content, copyright stakeholders can help turn an underground artist into a bankable media asset. Allowing use of hit recordings may be a creative boon for mash-up artists. Stakeholders could make additional recordings available that talent may not have had access to. Better quality recordings may also make a creative difference for indigenous artists whose access may be limited to a bootleg, a sound-a-like cover, or a fragmented sample. Given the creative benefits that the music
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industry can provide, indigenous mash-up artists actually want to sign on with the companies that are helping them increase visibility.

But perhaps even more valuable to the mash-up artist is the promotional and distribution expertise that the established industry players could bring to the benefit of an emerging underground artist. While the music industry always has the option to pump money into the promotion of content that tests well across different markets, the initial promotional steps for an indigenous mash-up artist can be much more modest. A stakeholder can simply allow the mash-up unrestricted access to “produsage” sites such as YouTube or Facebook. Instead of threatening websites with take-down letters, the music industry can nurture an emerging artist by permitting the streaming of the mash-up. Companies would not only be able to help the artist build a fan base; they could even monitor and assess the success of the artist in different market sectors. The Holy Grail for both artist and copyright stakeholders would be the mash-up that goes viral either in a particular market or, better yet, globally. A legal collaboration would also allow mash-up talent to participate in a revenue sharing deal negotiated between stakeholders and a “produsage” site. Stakeholder and artist would have access to revenue that would not have been available absent collaboration.

Mash-up artists could also benefit from “piggybacking” onto the shoulders of established members of the music industry’s talent pool. If a big media company encourages its star performers to seek out and promote underground mash-up creators, it can greatly increase the profile of the emerging artist. Collaboration with a superstar performer could fast-track a little-known DJ into new markets, much as, in a different genre, Paul Simon famously did with Ladysmith Black Mombazo on his Graceland album. Piggybacking already has a rich tradition in hip hop culture in the United States, as star performers like Dr. Dre, Ludacris and Eminem double as impresarios that “discover” and promote new talent. It has also become more visible in South Africa, where established kwaito stars are known to visit different field parties with an eye to promoting promising underground talent. Artists such as Zuluboy, Pitch Black Afro, and Pro Kid, known well
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enough in South Africa to have a record deal, are virtually unknown in the
U.S.\footnote{Greg, supra note 68.} A record label with the temerity to sign on one of these local stars
would not only get the established star’s talent, but it may also lead the
music industry to “undiscovered” talent that the local star may be
cultivating. Established former underground stars may also be effective
mediators, allowing the parties to avoid or resolve creative or business
conflicts that might arise between an indigenous creative upstart and an
established corporate copyright holder.

III. PRACTICALITIES

Fundamentally, there are two different approaches that stakeholders
could use to leverage a profitable collaboration with an underground mash-
up artist. The music industry could either actively promote mash-up
creativity through a voluntary collective license or they could tacitly allow
an infringement, taking action only if the mash-up artists becomes too
successful to remain “under the radar.” For a number of reasons, including
some raised in the previous section of this article, a proactive approach is
better than what would essentially be a “wait-and-see” approach. By
collectively licensing their content to indigenous mash-up artists, the music
industry can participate in the nurture of new artists almost from the
beginning. And because it is a voluntary collective license, stakeholders can
always opt out if they would prefer to wait until an artist establishes a
market foothold, or if they prefer litigation. Still, stakeholders who opt out
may find themselves at a competitive disadvantage with those who opt in. If
the collective license covers only some music, it may be that mash-up artists
will migrate to the music they can use legally, especially if there is a lot of
“legal” music to choose from. An industry player who participates would
generate goodwill and an opportunity to promote its catalog; a
nonparticipating player not only loses a promotional opportunity, but may
also even be seen as a threat or a bully if litigation becomes the only option.

For stakeholders willing to offer a collective license, they would be free
to set certain conditions, encourage certain uses, or establish licensee
eligibility criteria. By limiting a collective license to uses in mash-ups,
stakeholders might be able to steer artists away from less transformative
covers, which could be seen as a competitive threat to the industry’s
existing market. If, for example, a music industry company wants to make a
free or low cost license available to a sound system or an artist based on
income, or structure a fee as a percentage of sales, that might be possible.
And while it may be true that some underground artists might see no reason
to accept a conditional license—free or otherwise—when they can simply
continue to infringe with effective impunity, the incentive to work with
stakeholders looking to mainstream underground talent may be enough to
get them onboard. If the goal of most underground artists is to become mainstream, then the ability to use recordings legally would be an opportunity not to pass on. Continued infringement means not fully emerging from the underground. That may be acceptable for some militant DJs, but not for most artists. Moreover, as a general matter, there is a good chance that artists of good will, if offered a simple, practical alternative to infringement, will accept a licensing regime. Just ask all the former peer-to-peer file-sharers that flocked to iTunes for downloads when it became available.

In a 2008 White Paper, the Electronic Frontier Foundation proposed a voluntary collective license regime as a solution to illegal peer-to-peer file sharing on pirate websites. The proposal would be to have internet service providers or universities bundle a collective licensing fee into the cost of service to customers. Using the blanket license for broadcast as a model, the paper argues enormous benefits to copyright stakeholders, creative upstarts, and the file sharers themselves. File sharers and emerging artists would have access to as much music as they want, and the copyright stakeholders in the music industry would pool a windfall of royalties, where none existed before. While the industry may still be holding out hope that it can turn a profit from legal file sharing, a similar, if somewhat more modest, collective licensing regime could be of great benefit in an indigenous mash-up context. In its simplest form, the collective license could be tacked on to the cost of admission to a sound system venue or applied to a CD distributor—given the growing numbers of consumers, pennies on the dollar could mean significant royalties to stakeholders.

Moreover, some of the drawbacks of the EFF file-sharing proposal are not applicable to indigenous mash-up culture. For one thing, collectively licensing mash-up culture is not about surrendering control of a consumer market that was once firmly in the grasp of the music industry. The music industry has never controlled this market sector, so a voluntary collective license could be viewed as a way to expand into new markets, not cannibalize an existing one. And while it is true that mash-up artists also infringe, the underlying activity is also different. Mash-up artists, unlike file sharers, are not choosing infringement as an easy, "free" alternative to purchasing recordings. These are grassroots, expressive movements that
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developed in good faith.\textsuperscript{76} File sharers, on the other hand, do what they do for the sole purpose of evading royalty payments.\textsuperscript{77}

The music industry could adopt this type of approach without worrying about whether they are rewarding egregious infringers or abandoning their efforts to build online music selling. Nor would a collective license to mash-up culture be at the expense of consumers who are not part of the movement. One of the frequent criticisms of collective licensing is that it forces consumers to pay a fee whether or not they use the copyrighted content. By limiting the license to grassroots mash-up participants, no one can claim that non-infringers are effectively subsidizing sound systems. Such a limitation could mean less money to the music industry, but it is better than the alternative, which is no money or costly overseas litigation.

The fact that a breakout mash-up artist cannot rely on the law, however, is a good thing. The erosion of legal protection that accompanies fame is a valuable tool in making a collaborative approach work. If they want a chance at stardom, indigenous mash-up artists need to rely on the good will of copyright stakeholders, not the law. Even if a rights limitation applied in a grassroots mash-up context, it would only be matter of time before a mainstreaming mash-up artist would “grow out” of that limitation. Copyright stakeholders need to demonstrate that they are giving indigenous artists something of value—a right to their content and the chance to go mainstream. In return, record companies could negotiate access to sell their catalogue at sound systems, or even possibly access a street vendor CD distribution network. They would also have the chance to negotiate a deal with an emergent underground artist at an early career stage, when companies would be able to secure better terms. The earlier a deal is struck, the sooner earlier record companies can promote the artist on “produsage” sites and in traditional distribution.

Indeed, waiting too long to strike a deal is one of the drawbacks of taking a wait-and-see approach. If a stakeholder decides to take legal action for infringement after an artist becomes too successful to escape notice, the copyright owner may be able to leverage a legal settlement into a deal. But it’s a big “may.” For one thing, owners would again have to deal with an enforcement action that, absence some type of large-scale piracy, is hard to enforce. Winning a case may be a tactical victory legally, but from a business standpoint, what has the copyright stakeholder won? In some cases, the prospect of litigation may be enough to drive an emergent talent back underground. And even if the mash-up artist was willing to negotiate a litigation-coerced deal, is it really worth the negative public relations or the possibility of bad blood between the stakeholder and a “reformed” talent?

To be sure, there will be some who say that the benefits of trying to mainstream indigenous markets and talents are too remote to justify a
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change in the status quo. For a collaborative collective licensing regime to work, an artist needs to want to go mainstream. Guerilla mash-up artists, who, for aesthetic or ideological reasons, would see working with a for-profit copyright stakeholder as a “sell-out,” will not participate no matter what the music industry does. And there could be a backlash even among the majority of artists who would leap at the chance of mainstream success if copyright stakeholders negotiate a license that is viewed as exploitative. As cultural outsiders, the music industry needs to carefully cultivate its collaborative incursion into indigenous mash-up culture. Enlisting established artists to “piggyback” may help ease some of the cross-cultural tensions present between industry and artist.

The music industry must also accept that even if they do everything right, their efforts may not lead to new mainstream talent. Essentially, the music industry is leveraging their copyright interests with an eye to developing markets for new content and new talent. The marketability of the content would necessarily be the driver of success for stakeholders. Content that is easily accessible across cultures—and especially in mature markets such as the U.S.—would provide the biggest return on the industry investment. Content that, for language or cultural reasons, has less transnational market value may be a harder sell for corporate media entities; but even a creative artist who has gone viral regionally or in a niche market may be worthwhile for an industry in search of new revenue.

CONCLUSION

If the recording industry has foresight, it should be bending over backwards to leverage good will in indigenous mash-up culture. While the law will not deem mash-up uses as charitable, the music industry has the discretion to refrain from rights enforcement. Nothing prevents record labels, music publishers, artists, and performance rights organizations from granting a license at little or no cost to a grassroots musical phenomenon in a developing nation. At some point, copyright stakeholders can simply decide to accept an infringing use, either to generate good will, foster creativity, or with an eye to eventually licensing it as it becomes more marketable. In American fan culture, one can witness a rowdy costumed performance of The Rocky Horror Picture Show\textsuperscript{78} in the well of a movie theater or a verbatim reenactment of an original Star Trek episode in a Seattle park.\textsuperscript{79} Like indigenous mash-up culture, this type of fan creativity is grassroots and participatory. And it is not going away anytime soon.


Ultimately, this could be a way for copyright owners to address participatory creative culture in a way that does not make them the bad guy. A collaborative, nurturing approach could be broad enough to include fan culture, but it does not have to. Indigenous mash-up forms in the developing world may merit special consideration by the recording industry. Tecnobrega, kuduro, kwaiito, and bubbling are exciting, innovative examples of participatory media culture, in a world where there are likely many more forms yet to be discovered. From a creative standpoint, these emerging forms need to be supported. From a business standpoint, these are markets that can be grown and mainstreamed.\textsuperscript{80} The beauty of a collaborative approach is that the stakeholders get a measure of control to decide the conditions and limits. With luck, they may even get new talent, and more revenue.
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